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Our Mission
KiCam Projects is dedicated to changing the world one great story at a time by bringing to life
true stories of survival and recovery—from illness, addiction, tragedy, or other challenges—that
will inspire and empower audiences.
In addition to traditional compensation models, we invite our collaborators to identify a nonprofit organization that will benefit from a portion of the proceeds of their work. Together, we
can make a difference in local communities and in the world at large.

Our Story
KiCam Projects was founded in 2015 by Lori Highlander to promote great storytelling that
makes a difference in people’s lives. Having spent her professional career working in addiction
recovery, Lori has witnessed first-hand the impact of information and inspiration on the healing
process. In 2014, Lori’s daughter, Kilee Brookbank, was severely burned in a house explosion.
Kilee’s resilience and the strength of Lori’s son, Cameron, compelled Lori to create an avenue
to bring to light powerful stories of survival with the goal of supporting charitable endeavors
and organizations.
The name “KiCam” is a tribute to Lori’s two incredible children, who have taught their family,
their friends, and the community so much about perseverance and gratitude.

How to Order
KiCam Projects books are distributed by Baker & Taylor Publisher Services.
Books also may be ordered at KiCamProjects.com. Please call 937-483-4204 for special pricing
and shipping information for bulk orders.

Connect with Us
Email: contact@kicamprojects.com
Facebook: @KiCamProjects
Twitter: @KiCam_Projects
109 North Main Street
Georgetown, OH 45121
937-483-4204
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Assess, Rebuild, Connect
Creating a New Life Beyond Addiction
Adams Recovery Center
Assess, Rebuild, Connect is the comprehensive resource that
guides individuals and their loved ones through the three phases
of addiction recovery and into a life of sustained sobriety.
Featuring reflection questions and room for written responses,
plus real-life success stories to inspire and encourage, Assess,
Rebuild, Connect provides a trusted companion through
pre-treatment, treatment, and aftercare.
Readers will be empowered to:
ASSESS their issues and obstacles and set realistic
expectations about the journey ahead.
REBUILD the most important parts of their lives: trust in
themselves and in the process; self-respect and confidence;
and coping skills for tasks such as finding a safe place to life,
getting a job, or returning to school.
CONNECT with the “real world” outside of addiction,
repairing relationships and managing the challenges of
maintaining lifelong sobriety.
Based on decades of clinical experience, Assess, Rebuild,
Connect is a down-to-earth tool for creating a new life beyond
addiction—the life everyone deserves!

Highlights
Expertise from field-tested professionals with decades of
experience in addiction recovery
Practical advice and recommendations readers can use
right away
Inspirational real-life stories that provide hope and
encouragement
Perfect complement to the series’ first two installments:
Addiction, Recovery, Change and Accept, Reflect, Commit

Marketing and Promotion
Galleys featured in our booth at ALA annual conference
National review and feature campaign including print, radio,
and online coverage
Contributed articles to sites such as AddictionBlog.com and
Prevention magazine
Direct mail and e-mail promotion, as well as IBPA-branded
e-blasts
Advertisements in trade catalogs and publications
Social media, NetGalley, and Text Cafe campaigns

Publication date: Sept. 4, 2018
$12.95
Softcover / 5 x 8 / 128 pages
978-0-9991581-2-8
E-book: 978-0-9991581-3-5
SELF-HELP / Substance Abuse & Addictions / Drugs
SELF-HELP / Substance Abuse & Addictions / Alcohol

About the Author
Adams Recovery Center is
a separate-gender drug and
alcohol treatment program located in Ohio.
ARC offers residential, intensive outpatient,
and individual counseling services. The
program is a modified Therapeutic Community running the Hazelden clinical curriculum.
ARC uses the latest evidence-based practices
and incorporates cognitive behavioral therapy, rational-emotive behavior therapy, and
behavior therapy to maximize client gains in
the program. ARC’s previous books are
Accept, Reflect, Commit: Your First Steps to
Addiction Recovery and Addiction, Recovery,
Change: A How-to Manual for Successfully
Navigating Sobriety.
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(Extra)Ordinary Women
Ten Inspirational Stories
Kristin Bartzokis

Camille. Lynn. Monique. Becky and Margaret. Jamie. Olga.
Christina. Rasheera. Odalys. Danielle.
These are the seemingly “everyday” women whose stories
inspired (Extra)Ordinary Women—and whose resilience and
strength will inspire women around the world.
These women have defeated breast cancer, addiction, and homelessness. They have lived through the Boston Marathon bombing
and hundreds of surgeries. They have traveled from foreign lands
to create a better life. They have endured brain cancer, abuse,
and poverty. They have given a home to dozens of special-needs
children. They have known loss, pain, and fear.
They are survivors. And they share their stories to empower other
women who need something—and someone—to believe in.
(Extra)Ordinary Women reminds us of the amazing stories that
we find all around us when we open our eyes, hearts, and minds.
And these extraordinary women remind us to never give up,
never quit, and never underestimate the power of a woman.

Highlights
Gripping, captivating stories from all walks of life appeal to
a broad range of readers.
True tales of resilience are positive and uplifting.
“Good news” focus is the antidote to today’s headlines.
Follows up the successful first two installments of the
(Extra)Ordinary series.

Marketing and Promotion
Galleys featured in our booth at ALA annual conference
National review and feature campaign including print, radio,
and online coverage
Contributed articles to sites such as The Mighty, Mind Body
Green, and Elephant Journal
Co-promotion with individuals featured in each chapter
Direct mail and e-mail promotion, as well as IBPA-branded
e-blasts
Social media, NetGalley, and Text Cafe campaigns
Advertisements in trade catalogs and publications
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Publication date: Oct. 16, 2018
$12.95
Softcover / 5 x 8 / 176 pages
978-0-9991581-4-2
E-book: 978-0-9991581-5-9
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational

About the Author
Kristin Bartzokis is herself an
extraordinary woman. Born
with Treacher Collins
syndrome, a craniofacial
abnormality, Kristin
experienced a childhood marked by surgeries
and medical procedures, all while she
became a champion gymnast. As an adult,
Kristin has proudly accepted the challenge to
stand out. A marathoner, designer, author,
and advocate, Kristin has been featured by
Cosmopolitan and is a contributor for The
Mighty. She released her memoir, Diary of a
Beautiful Disaster, in 2017 and blogs at
diaryofabeautifuldisaster.com.

Going Through Hell to Get to Heaven
Dr. Scot Hodkiewicz
Dr. Scot Hodkiewicz had followed his plan step by step and was
happily living the American Dream—the perfect family, a lucrative job, and a secure, comfortable lifestyle.
But as Scot drove with his wife, three young children, and two
dogs down a Wisconsin highway, he discovered that God had
other plans for his life. A drunk driver hit Scot’s car head on,
nearly killing Scot and his wife. Left with a mangled body and a
broken spirit, Scot entered a downward spiral of pain, addiction,
and potential tragedy.
Scot initially was filled with anger, hatred, and self-pity before he
started to see the everyday angels around him and hear God’s
voice directing him at each trial. Scot learned the power of
forgiveness and humility and saw that his struggles were actually
his path to salvation. In his personal Hell, Scot found that Heaven
doesn’t exist only after death but can be found here on Earth by
listening to God.
Scot invites readers to share in his miraculous journey so that
they, too, will be able to turn their eyes, ears, and hearts to God
and confidently say, “Not my will, but Yours.”
With questions for study and reflection, Going Through Hell to
Get to Heaven is an ideal companion for Christians seeking to
walk more closely with God.

Publication date: Jan. 8, 2019
$18.95
Softcover / 5.5 x 8.5 / 256 pages
978-0-9991581-6-6
E-book: 978-0-9991581-7-3
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth

Highlights
Gripping story is filled with dramatic suspense balanced by the
author’s self-deprecating sense of humor
Ideal for use in Christian study and faith-sharing groups
Encourages readers to embrace forgiveness and look for the
angels in their own lives
Down-to-earth style applies the Gospel message to daily living
for contemporary Christians

Marketing and Promotion
Galleys featured in our booth at ALA annual conference
National review and feature campaign including print, radio,
and online coverage
Contributed articles to sites such as Sojourners and
RenewEveryDay.com
Direct mail and e-mail promotion, as well as IBPA-branded
e-blasts
Advertisements in trade catalogs and publications
Social media, NetGalley, and Text Cafe campaigns

About the Author
Dr. Scot Hodkiewicz is a
veterinarian who lives in
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,
with his wife, three children,
and a menagerie of animals.
Winner of an eLiterature Gold Medal Award
and a Goodreads Five Star Readers Favorite
Award, Scot never intended to be a writer
until he was moved to share the story of his
near-fatal car accident and his resulting
journey of faith.
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Bestselling Backlist
A Corner of Heaven
By Laura Dewire
Illustrated by Kailen Offutt
8.5 x 8.5, 40 pages, hb, 978-0-9970815-9-6, $16.95, pb, 978-0-9970815-8-9, $14.95
Sometimes a baby has a job to do that the earth is too small to hold. The story of one family’s
journey through heartbreak to hope is the perfect gift of comfort after the loss of an infant.

A Joyful Life
How to Use Your Creative Spirit to Manage Depression
By Michèle Swiderski
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 224 pages, 978-0-9977222-1-5, $18.95
Michèle Swiderski shares her hard-won wisdom from fighting through depression by
weaving together her passion for creativity and her belief in the power of the Creative Spirit.

Accept, Reflect, Commit
Your First Steps to Addiction Recovery
By Adams Recovery Center
5 x 8, pb, 176 pages, 978-0-9977222-9-1, $12.95
This practical guidebook prepares readers for the recovery journey, explaining what to expect along the
way and how to choose the right treatment option. Includes reflection questions and room for written
response.

Addiction, Recovery, Change
A How-To Manual for Successfully Navigating Sobriety
By Adams Recovery Center
5 x 8, pb, 112 pages, 978-0-9970815-6-5, $11.95
Whether you’re building a new life or supporting a loved one, this is the resource you need
to meet the everyday challenges of staying clean and sober.

As Sure As Tomorrow Comes
One Couple's Journey through Loss and Love
By Danielle and Christopher Jones
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 224 pages, 978-0-9977222-7-7, $18.95
Through unemployment, a terrifying medical diagnosis, and the death of their ten-day-old son, one couple
has clung tightly to their faith, and to each other, with courage and commitment.

Beautiful Scars: A Life Redefined
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By Kilee Brookbank and Lori Highlander
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 296 pages, 978-0-9985216-3-3, $19.95
Features 8-page color photo insert
The revised, updated edition of the Benjamin Franklin Award winner for Best Inspirational
Book! A teen burn survivor and her mom share their family’s powerful story of healing and
hope, reminding readers that they’re never alone and that anything is possible with
determination, courage, and a positive outlook.

Bestselling Backlist
Diary of a Beautiful Disaster
By Kristin Bartzokis
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 192 pages, 978-0-9977222-3-9, $18.95
Features 8-page photo insert
Born with Treacher Collins syndrome, Kristin Bartzokis has never looked or lived like everyone else.
Her strength and her spirit empower readers to embrace their own uniqueness.

Digger the Hero Dog
By Kilee Brookbank, Illustrated by Lucia Benito
8.5 x 8.5, hb, 40 pages, 978-0-9991581-9-7, $16.95
A true story of the bond between humans and their pets, plus an important fire-safety
message. Just as Digger did, children will learn that even the littlest among them
can make a huge difference!

(Extra)Ordinary
Inspirational Stories of Everyday People
By Keith Maginn
5 x 8, pb, 128 pages, 978-0-9970815-4-1, $9.95
Inside each seemingly ordinary person is an extraordinary story waiting to be told. These stories will
touch your heart, stir your soul, and open your eyes to the amazing people all around you!

(Extra)Ordinary
More Inspirational Stories of Everyday People
By Keith Maginn
5 x 8, pb, 160 pages, 978-0-9985216-1-9, $12.95
The follow-up to the successful first edition features the uplifting and inspiring stories
of people such as John O’Leary, Nick Vujicic, and Todd Crandell.

The Fix
A Father’s Secrets, A Daughter's Search
By Sharon Leder
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 256 pages, 978-0-9977222-5-3, $19.95
Will the truth set Sara Katz free—or destroy her family? Young Sara is coming of age in the 1950s and ’60s,
all while trying to understand her father’s heroin addiction and break free from its secrecy and shame.

Permanent Marker
A Memoir
By Aimee Ross
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 232 pages, 978-0-9991581-0-4, $18.95
A divorce, a heart attack, and a near-fatal car crash. Permanent Marker takes readers on a
journey of healing, proving that from darkness can come new light, new love, and a
renewed purpose for life.

Salvation on Death Row
The Pamela Perillo Story
By John T. Thorngren
5.5 x 8.5, pb, 224 pages, 978-0-9985216-8-8, $19.95
True-crime reporting combined with a moving spiritual memoir. Pamela Perillo’s journey proves
that every life is meaningful and every individual can make a positive impact on the world.
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